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The Grange Centre for People with Disabilities 
 

Minutes of the Family Carers’ Consultative Meeting 
Thursday 8 November 2018  

Present: 
Trustees Staff 
Debbie Gowns ( DG) – Chair Eloise Appleby (EA) – Chief Executive Officer  
Chris Tailby (CT) Phil Edmunds  (PE) – Skills and Activities 

Manager 
Parent Carers  Gill Caldwell (GC) – Marketing and 

Communications Manager (part) 
Liz Astor (LA)  - Parent (Epsom House) Derek Rogers (DR) – Quality Assurance Advisor 

Sarah Harse (SH) - Parent (Epsom & Onsite 
SL) 

In attendance  

Tim Rosser  (TR) - Parent  (Onsite SL) David Turner (DT) – Prospective Trustee 
John Murcott (JM) - Parent (Onsite SL)  
  
Apologies :  
Paul Charlesworth (PC) - Parent (Offsite SL)  
Kay Roudaut (KR) - Parent (Onsite SL)  
  

Summary of actions arising from this meeting: 
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1 Ensure consistency of approach to individual 
reviews, in terms of standardisation of format and 
issuing of reports to families in advance  

31 
Oct 
2018  

EA 

Prev 
min-
utes 

2 Follow up road safety on roads outside The Grange  Ongoi
ng  

EA  

Prev 
min-
utes 

3 a) All to offer further comments on communications 
guidelines by end November. 

30 
Nov 
2018 

All 
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b) Promote use of guidelines by all staff, and ensure 
inclusion in induction for new staff. 

GC 

4 4 Consider future terms of reference of Healthy Living 
Group. 

30 
Dec 
2018 

PC 

4 5 a) Explore leasing possibilities. 
b) Attend next meeting to outline fleet strategy. 

31 
Jan 
2019 

Adrian 
Cotton 
(Head of 
Housing and 
Develop-
ment) 

5 6 a) Policy on mileage charges to be circulated to 
family carers. 
b) Research charges made by other organisations for 
comparison. 
 

31 
Jan 
2019 

PE 

5 7 Present new/revised process for annual reviews to 
next meeting  
 

31 
Jan 
2019 

Silvia 
Herghelegiu 
(Team 
Leader) 

6 8 a) arrange for visit by Fire Officer to talk about fire 
safety as part of new ‘staying safe’ programme. 

b) feedback on number of fire-related incidents (eg 
alarms for burnt toast, new showers). 

 

31 
Jan 
2019 

EA 
 
DR 

 
Minutes 
 
1. Welcome and apologies 

DG took the Chair.  She introduced herself and CT as new trustees: they had both 
attended the meeting of The Grange Relatives and Carers Network which took 
place on 19 October 2018 as part of their ongoing induction programme. She 
welcomed everyone to the meeting. 
 
Apologies were received from Paul Charlesworth and Kay Roudaut.  
 

2. Minutes of meeting 9 August 2018  
a. Accuracy: the minutes were approved. 
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b. Matters arising / status of actions from the previous meeting: 
Pa
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2 1 Ensure consistency of approach to 
individual reviews, in terms of 
standardisation of format and issuing 
of reports to families in advance  

31 
Oct 
2018  

Work has started, 
with some key 
principles issued to 
support teams.  
Minutes below refer. 

3 2 Follow up road safety on roads outside 
The Grange  

On-
going  

Integrated into SMT 
awayday on funding.  
MP also reminded of 
his commitment to 
lead on this. 

2 3 Healthy Living to be standing item on 
future agendas 

From 
Nov 
2018  

Actioned and 
included on current 
agenda 

3 4 Presentation by staff on Money 
Management process at next meeting  
 

Nov 
2018  

Deferred to January 
meeting due to 
recent changes of 
management.   

5 5 Establish and communicate to staff 
response times for correspondence 

30 
Sept 
2018 

In hand.  Minutes 
below refer.  

5 6 Investigate/deal with issue of excessive 
heat in communal corridor in Victoria 
Lodge  

31 
Oct 
2018  

Consensus reached 
with families of VL 
residents: reflective 
film to be installed on 
50/50 split basis in 
new financial year 

4 7 Feedback on ‘The Grange Has Got 
Talent’ to be passed on to staff 
(including request for change of venue)  

17 
Aug 
2018  

Actioned – other 
venues are being 
explored, eg Manor 
House School 

 
Further information -  
Agenda item 2 (Matters Arising), Action 5 above: GC was introduced as The 
Grange’s Marketing and Communications Manager.  In following up feedback from 
previous meetings about inconsistent response times to family carers, she has 
discussed with staff some of the reasons for this.  She has now drawn up guidelines 
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for colleagues on which she invited feedback from family carers and trustees at the 
meeting.  A copy of the draft is attached to these minutes.   
 
Action 3:  a) All to offer further comments by end November. 

b) GC to promote use of guidelines by all staff, and to ensure inclusion 
in induction for new staff. 

 
3. The Grange Relatives and Carers Network items: 
 

a) Healthy Living – It was generally felt that there was continued positive 
progress in this area, as reflected by PC’s report.  The appointment of a 
Healthy Living Coordinator working across The Grange (on site and off) since 1 
October 2018 had galvanised activity, and the first healthy eating support 
worker had been appointed just a few days before this meeting.  All 
commended the work of the Healthy Living Group and PC.  EA commented 
that the Healthy Living Group may now wish to consider evolving into an 
advisory group rather than a lobbying group.   
 
Action 4: PC to consider future terms of reference of Healthy Living Group. 

 
b) Transportation Logistics and Issues – Families had once again expressed 

concern at their network meeting on 19 October 2018 about the rising costs 
of travel, and other associated challenges such as effective scheduling and 
coordination of travel arrangements; use of other providers such as taxis, 
buses and Dial a Ride; parking restrictions at places like Epsom House.  These 
led to costly and often frustrating impacts on the people we support and also 
their families. 

 
JM reminded the meeting that a minibus had formerly been suggested by the 
Lord’s Taverners but this was considered to be too big and the required 
branding undesirable in relation to the needs and aspirations of The Grange.  
The Grange aims to focus on personal timetables and tailored activities, for 
which a minibus is rarely appropriate: these could be hired on the occasions 
when they were needed, and clients taking part in the trip asked to contribute 
towards this one-off cost.  
 
Leasing was suggested as an option which might provide greater reliability (in 
terms of the age of the vehicles and associated breakdowns), fixed overheads 
for The Grange, prompt repairs etc.   
 
Action 5: Head of Housing and Development to  

a) Explore leasing possibilities, and 
b) Attend next meeting to outline fleet strategy. 
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Transport costs for people supported by The Grange were felt to be high. PE 
explained that the charge covers regular replacement of the vehicles, 
administration of the invoicing, insurance and excesses.  They also reflected 
high fuel prices. 
 
Action 6:  
a) Policy on mileage charges to be circulated to family carers. 
b) PE to research charges made by other organisations for comparison. 
 
Questions were asked about use of buses.  PE reminded the meeting that 
Surrey County Council was currently consulting on the proposal to remove its 
funding for free bus travel for disabled people before 9.30am and after 11pm 
on weekdays and to stop providing a free pass for a companion/carer.  The 
Grange was planning to respond to this proposal. 
 
Dial a Ride is used where possible but can be inflexible/unreliable. 
 
Epsom House presents particular challenges for parking.  There are not 
enough spaces for the many vehicles that need access, including families 
dropping off and picking up.  SH said that she had successfully applied for a 
carer’s permit for £10, but that she would continue to lobby for improved 
allocation of Blue Badges for people with learning disabilities.  

 
c) Annual Client Reviews 

The experience of families is very varied, especially in terms of communication 
and follow up.  An example was presented of a recent, very unsuccessful 
review but it was agreed that other reviews were extremely well organised 
and useful.   
 
PE explained about the introduction of a Review Calendar for staff, which 
ensured they knew dates to prepare for in advance. 
 
EA acknowledged that this was an example of inconsistent practice across The 
Grange, and she had taken some first steps in terms of inviting feedback from 
team leaders and managers on current practice.   
 
SH presented some proposals for standardisation from the Family Carers.  EA 
committed to using these as a basis for a more consistent approach, to be 
developed by the newly established Team Leader for Continuous 
Improvement (Silvia Herghelegiu). 
 
Action 7:  Silvia Herghelegiu to present new/revised process to next meeting  
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d) Fire Training for Clients 
In response to questions from families about the level of training provided in 
the use of fire fighting equipment (extinguishers, blankets) and The Grange’s 
approach to fire drills, DR explained that as a general rule people we support 
are: 
i) not encouraged to tackle fires, because they may endanger themselves 

or others, and even make the situation worse; 
ii) regularly reminded of fire procedures, including the three step 

instruction to ‘Call out, get out, stay out’. 
 
Off-site tenants have clear emergency instructions and contact numbers on 
display in their flats for medical and fire emergencies.   

 
Residential Care kitchens are under the supervision of staff, who would be 
expected to deal with fire. 

 
There have only been two actual fires in the lasts 10 years on site.  The Grange 
is linked directly to the fire service, who would attend promptly if the alarm 
went off. 
 
All staff have fire awareness training, but Fire Marshalls in each department 
have full fire training. 
 
Action 8:  
a. EA to arrange for visit by Fire Officer to talk about fire safety as part of new 

‘staying safe’ programme. 
b. DR to feed back on number of fire-related incidents (eg alarms for burnt 

toast, new showers). 
 

4. Any Other Business 
 
a) Key fobs for Victoria Lodge: EA said that advocates had been engaged for each of 

the residents who wanted one in VL to determine whether family carers should 
have fobs of their own to allow free access to the properties.  The final advocacy 
meetings were taking place on the day of this meeting so further information 
would be shared with families shortly. 
 

b) Money Management Risk Assessments: It was confirmed that risk assessments 
are shared with family carers.  This had been done for Residential Care and it was 
the next step for Supported Living, as would be reflected in the presentation 
which had been deferred to January 2019. 

 
Ends 


